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the progress of the movement. I mentioned to him that it was supposed to appear in

the next issue of Christianity Today, and when I had asked Dr. Grimstaad if whether

there was any possibility of having it changed before it appeared, of getting into

touch with Lindsell, he told me that he Lindsell was to be with him that evening.

Dr. Boice said did not seem to feel it particularly important but he said that

he would authorize me, if I desired, to tell Dr. Grimstead and/or Dr. Lindsell that

he thought we should go easy on the paper.

I then phoned Dr. Grimstead again andtold him that Dr. Boice had authroized me

to pass on this word to him.

The pa So far as I know the paper did not appear in Chrs Christianity Today

nor have I ever seen another copy -f it anywhere. IN a way I was sorry about this

because there was much nx in the paper that was excellent, but there was that one

long sentence which I thought would do great harin,and tx there were two or three

other places where I thought that changes would be vital if it were not to antagonize

people instead of obtaining its objective.

Some omonths after this I received a notice I believe it was some months later,

that there was to be a meeting held in Chicago at the Hyatt Regency hotel near the

airport, with a request to address addressed to the members of the council and of

the advisrory board, to suggest people who might be good to invite to the meeting,

but to be u very careful as to whom was suggested because it was the desire that the

meeting should be a meeting of people who believe in inerrancy to discuss ways of

promoting it, and it would be very unfortunate if anyone who opposed inerrancy were

to be at that meeting. I listed all of our faculty and of our board. A little later

I got was sent a list of several a few hundred people who some of whom were

marked as having been invited, and having agreed to be at the mweting, but most of

them were marked as people whom they were considering inviting,who had been reconinended
board

that they invite, with the request that each member of the advisory/l1ax advise them
meeting.

of any individuals on the list who should not be invited to the/-eg*Rgx I did not

notice any on the list that I had reason to whose
belie4'in

inerrancy I had reason
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